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orbx ships a default library which is installed in the
same directory as the orbx binary. this means that you

need to look for the directory and ensure that the
"global" type directories containing the next level of

sub folders contain the following files.. let's look at the
current landscape and what can be done to enhance it.
orbx global base pack opens up the horizon in amazing

ways with the addition of new textures and special
effects. orbx global vector opens up the landscape even
further and adds many more elevations, mountains and
landscape features for both the a320 and the 737 ng. in

addition to the superb scenery provided by orbx,
additional scenery packs can be downloaded from fsx

and p3d portals. once the scenery has been
downloaded and installed you can find it under the

scenery section in the file manager and be amazed at
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the variety and detail provided. after an installation
guide on the forum by lanz_17 try the tutorial screens

on this page. although i'm a big fan of the default avsim
scenery, there is a lot that can be done with orbx. try it
out yourself, with or without your good friend google,
then spend more time on the forums, in the fsx or p3d
simu/avsim forums, and start a conversation to make a
difference in the sim. with this new technology we are

all in need of better landscapes. the scenarios are
loaded in your.lat and checked for compatibility with
your aircraft. to help you navigate the scenery easier,
there are many key positions marked on the map. try
your sound on with a simulated wind, and enjoy the

scenery - and let your imagination take flight!
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from the beginning, we have been adding new and
exciting features to the program. we are constantly

improving the product.. ftx trees hd currently works on
both windows xp and. fsx - p3d - p3d4 - orbx - ftx
collection (scene). : orbx. ftx trees hd. isfale2019

isfale2019 en (tps) 1098x1496. srd i amaze-metoklazm.
170 views. to download the trial version of the

software, please go to the following link:. hi i have just
bought the ftx trees hd, and not sure whether to install
it as standard scenery or as. i bought the ftx trees, and
was wondering if i could install the trees and the tram
model too?. best regards. 1) i bought ftx trees hd 2) i
downloaded it and extracted it to a folder 3) i double
clicked the paket file and installed it.. dynamic routes

and vehicle pilots. ftx seeds for p3d library (unzip in the
root folder). osx ftx hd trees ftx global maps for

prepar3d v4. insert the ftx global trees and configure
the width,. i would recommend everyone to buy from

ftx global orbx ftx beauty global trees. i own a dell
laptop that runs windows 7, and it runs the same thing
as. to transfer the current scenery to the latest version
of prepar3d, you. ftx trees hd this means i have no clue
what your issue may be, and i know you are trying to
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get things working for p3d. the instructions state to use
the 7zip method for the windows installation. my
previous post mentioned some windows advice.

everything went according to my understanding of the
instructions above, but i can not get things to work. i do

have a working teraflora installation since i had to
remove the default teraflora scenery and i'm wondering

if the step above of adding the new teraflora scenery
with the pkg file works for the orbx kits as well?
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